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To begin with, we must  formulate objectives mOre  specific than  "inde-
pndence.*-  saying  what  we want  is  easy;  laying  what we have to do to get it
is a little rare  difficult. AS with the PR campaign against the  Stamp  Act,
we must  specify the objective in terms that tell us what we must do. With
the  stamp  Act.  we  wanted repeal. mt our specific objective was  to prevent
the  act'* enforcement.

If we rephrase  "independence" to describe what we really want, we
might say "to establish home  rule and prevent the  interference of the British
in the internal afairs  of the colonies." In a sense, we had "home  rule"
before  1763. BUM  our  research on British attitudes shows that return  to the
pre-1763 days 1s impossible. venue,  complete separation is the only way to
achieve ,mom&  rule.

mt  what will this requre? Above  all, it will require unification
of the colonies and belief in a comn  purpse: independence from  Britain.
NO plan for separation will succeed unless all the colonies Join  together.
Thus our primary objective is:

TO  effect a unification  of the colonies.

Achlevinq  this objective  will  require a massive, well-coordin&ed PR
cmpaiqn  throughout the colonies. The objective  of such a campaign  should
be:

1. TO  generate common  attitudes among the inhabitants of the various
colonies.

3. TO change the attitude of the people toward Great Britain from one
of allegiance to one of repudmtion.

A thorough examination of  English comma  law, colonial charters,
newspapers of the last decade and British  and colonial  history formed the
major portmn  of the research effort  for thx  prolect. In addition, during
my recst  tour  of the colonies I rnterviewed  a number of key political
figures to gather  their insqhts  into the current situatxon.  TO thas  has
been added the report from  Benjamin Franklin on opinions in Britain  and
FT-a"Ce. I list  below the mapr  research findings.

h : Doug Newsom and Tom Siegfried, Writing in Public Relations

Practice : Form and Style, Wardsworth Publishing  Company, 1981.
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Support will  also come  from certain specific groups. Printers and
lawyers, with the memory  of the oppressive Stamp A&  fresh in their minds,

will back efforts for home rule. m extremely  important  group that  will
favor self-rule is the clergy. The faith of Protesta+  Christianity is one
of the most central characteristics  of colonial culture. It set5  us apart
from  the English, and is perhaps the best  spot  through which to drive a
wedge between the colonies and the crown. After all, the church is a most

poverful  social  institution. The colonies have at lea*t  3,000 churches

serving a dozen and a half denominations. end  most  church leaders fear
above all  else the establishment of an Anglican episcopate on  the North
nmerican  continent. BY  promoting such fears we can increase the clergy's
hostility toward Britain.

Opinion toward the colonies in England has changed dramatically
since the French and Indian  War. English officials  view the colonists as
spooled  children, and they are  determined to crack down on the colonists
and bring them "into Ixne." Parliament may have repealed the stamp  kt,
but  further  measures are sure  to fOllmv.

The person in England whose o&anion  IS most important, of course,
is the king. Most colonists see  the king as wise and just; it's Parlxa-
merit  that is to blame  for the tyrannical taxation. Our  research indicates
that this view is rather naive.

King  George is certaxnly  a courageous and resolute ruler. He does
not lack intelligence. But,  without being too  unkind, we must report that
the king suffers from moral obtuseness and is also etubkorn  and van.  Most
colonists don't know that George  favors suppression of the colonies by
whatever means might be needed. He has absolutely no sympathy for our  a~-
peals  in the name  of "liberty."
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hope to unify opinion across the colonies. We  must use this  medium in all
ways possible.

Primarily, we will use  newspapers as an outlet for political essays
designed to promote unity among  the colonies and animosity toward  Great
Britain. Newspapers will also  be valuable as a medium for reprinting letters
and  documents helpful to our  cause. we may, for example, want  to print the
"agna  Carta,  the Bill of  tights, and  perhaps parts of some colonial charters.
Resolutions passed by colonial assemblies can be reprinted across all the
colonies.

Newspapers do have serious limitations, however. Space restrictions
force essays to be briefer than  we  would sometimes like. Developing our
arguments in sufficient depth to convince the intellectual classes will re-
quire a different medium-the pamphlet. Pamphlets give writers the space
they need to build a thorough and complete case  for their propositions.
MOst  colonial (and British) leaders are avid pamphlet readers, and propa-
gating our  ideas in this form  will help develop unified thinking among the
key citizens in each colony. Pamphlets will serve to present the overall,
complete statement of the American position while  newspaper essays cm
attack more specific points.

While pamphlets are an excellent device for reaching the  upper
classes, they usually are not  read by the majority of the people. In addi-
tion to the newspapers, then. we must  have a vehicle designed specifically
to reach the lower classes. The broadside. or handbill, is perfect for
this purpose. It's  ideal for rallying crowds and  inciting the  emotions,
since it can be distributed quickly or posted in gathering places. road-
sides rarely identify any source or author, so they can be as inflammatory
as we like without fear of reprisal. Broadsides cm  reach many mre  people
than newspapers can, and they are  mxe  effective in gaining attention to
a specific issue. They are  also easily distributed by clandestine methods,
making censorship impossible.

Broadsides and newspapers both reach many  townspeople. ant  seldom
do they fall mto the  hands of OUT  rural citizens. me country people  have
no regular means  of comunication  with the city, yet it is important that
they  get our message also. The best possibility with them is the almanac.
It is not a timely medium; people get new almanacs no more  than once a
year. But  the only printed matter many  rural citizens own  is an almanac
and a Bible. Indeed, nearly every household has an almanac. while  news-
Paper circulation comnly  numbers  in the hundreds, Ames of BOston  sells
60,000 copies of  his alu~anac  each year. Almanacs  can't present news, but
they cm  place our general arguments  before the country  people.

While written material will be the most  important device for dis-
seminating information, we must  realize that only ak,eut  half the men  in the
colonies can read (and  only about a fourth of the women  are literate).
FU=the=m~re,  not everyone who  can read actually does read. so we must
devise means for reaching the nonreaders.
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i&l : Denis  L.Wilcox. Phillip H. Ault  and Warren K. Agee.  Public Re-

lations, Strategies and Tactics, Harper & Row Publishers,

1986,  p-163.
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